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Summary. After pointing out that two recent results on optimal block- 
scaling are equivalent, a new short and simple proof of both results is 
given. 
Subject Classifications: AMS(MOS): 65F35; CR: G 1.3. 
We use the following notation: p is the spectralradius and I1 112 the spectral- 
norm, x2(A)= IIAII= ]IA-1112 the condition of A with respect o the spectralnorm 
and C ",k the set of all complex n x k matrices. Let X1, X 2 be linear subspaces 
of C", d imXi=n i and X10X2= C". Let 
JC = {A =(A> A2): Ai~C .... , Im(Ai)= X~, i=1,2}. 
Demmel [3] and Bart et al. [2] have proved 
Theorem 1. Let A=(A 1, Az)~Jr and A~ A i=I , .  Then 
K2(A ) =min {x2(X), X~J//}. 
In other words, if the columns of A i a re  orthonormal bases of X i then A has 
optimal condition. 
Eisenstat et al. [4] have proved 
[ I,,~ X)  be positive definite. Then Theorem 2. Let B = \X n 1. 2 
g2 (B) = min {x 2 (D n BD): D~},  
where 
= {D =D 1 OD2: DiaC ..... , nonsingular}. 
By observing that (t%(A))2=tc2(AnA) and that C~Jr162 C n C=DnBD for 
some D~ and B is a positive definite matrix of the form of Theorem 2, we see 
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at once that Theorem i is an easy consequence of Theorem 2. Similarly by 
taking Cholesky decomposition of B, Theorem 2 can be derived from Theo- 
rem 1. 
We give now a proof of Theorem 2 (and hence of Theorem 1) which is 
simpler than the proofs given before. The main tool is a trick used by F.L. 
Bauer in [1]. 
(;) From B =2 we get Xy=(2-1)x ,  XUx=(2-1)y  and (2 -1)Zx  
Y 
=XXnx.  This shows that the eigenvalues of B are given by l_+/h, /zi singular 
values of X. Also, if z= ( ; )  is an eigenvector belonging to the maximal 
~ k 
eigenvalue I+I IXI I  z, then 3= (_ ; )=Sz ,  S=I ,1 (~- I , ,  2 is art eigenvector be- 
longing to the minimal eigenvalue 1 -  IlXllz. This gives 
SB-  1 SB z = 1 + II Xllz z = x2 (B)" z 
1 -I[Xllz 
hence 
p(SB-  1 SB)> •2(B). 
Now for any De~,  as tlSj[2--= 1 and S commutes with D, 
x2 (B) < p (SB- 1 SB) < I] D - :  (SB-  1 SB) D I I 2 
= N S(O- : B -  x D-n)  S (D n BD) II 2 ~ I(.2 ( Dn BD). 
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